“The ability to simplify means to eliminate the
unnecessary, so that the necessary may speak”
				
Hans Hoffmann
An invitation to touching the simplicity of the
light, just where the matter takes space in the
shadow. An essential energy to caress and to
share over the time. Because for a man, live the
simplicity doesn’t mean to live the emptiness.
Whatever is the place, Touch will tie with
harmony, accuracy and strictness to every
formal or informal space.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

T EC H N I C A L F E A T U R E S

TOUCH
Touch is the result of a decennial technical research of materials,
facilitated by the consolidated and hand-crafted production
experience and by a marked aesthetical sensitivity that, daily,
blend together to give new avant-garde solutions, without compromising the high-level and rare quality, that you can perceive
and live.
With its wide range of colors and, unique and valued designs,
Touch is a contemporary collection that perfectly espouses itself
with a people-oriented Interior Design.

In few years Texam Home, thanks to its creative philosophy based on
“Research never ends”, has become a leading brand on the high-end of
wallcovering’s market. Infact, our brand embodies a resume of innovative high technology, exclusive materials and a unique style, that stands
out from the masses. This harmonic mix permits, every year, to create
remarkable and cutting-edge products, which express themselves in timeless astonishing collections. Another essential aspect of Texam Home’s
creations is the feeling that the material gives; it is perceived as something
completely natural and organic, avoiding any industrial effect. All the
wallpaper’s surfaces are designed to obtain a three dimensional effect, to
reshape rooms and locations, in order to nullify the optical barrier of the
wall, giving vitality to the whole space thanks to a perception of infinity.
The technical skills, unified with the brilliant innovations, brought by a
qualified creative team, ensure to the customers top level products, which
are always precursors of fashion in the wallcovering’s world.

Made in Italy by:

www.texamhome.com • export@texamhome.com • +35924916565
Floor 3, 21B Moskovska Str. 1000 SOFIA - Bulgaria
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STONE WASH
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The portrayed colours may differ from reality

